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Summary of the Research Activities

I was a member of TIDOP at the University of Salamanca during my studying abroad. I went to the

laboratory three to four days a week and every Friday we had a TIDOP seminar. In those seminars, I was

allowed to present my research and I was given different opinions and assistance on my research from

different perspectives. I was also shown other research being conducted by TIDOP members and learned

about a tracking software models, which was particularly interested in.

My research includes an analysis of what potential factors are present in walking spaces. Professor

Gonzalez and other members of TIDOP were very kind and accepting, offering advice on tracking methods

and opinions on the research process. It was also a special study in TIDOP because of the unique way in

which I conducted my analysis. Therefore, I am very happy to have been able to study at the University of

Salamanca, where the members of TIDOP, who are researchers from a variety of fields, are exactly what I

am looking for.

And I kept in touch with Professor Tanaka and other international students for advice on undergraduate

graduation research and on my master's thesis after returning to Japan.

While continuing studying abroad in Spain, I also kept in touch with the members of the Spatial Design

Laboratory and participated in competitions in Japan, and kept in close contact with the members of the

laboratory about the projects being carried out by the Spatial Design Laboratory.

Language Meetup and Travel

One of the benefits is that

Salamanca has a large student

population. In the Salamanca, I

attended a weekly language

exchange meeting at a café a few

minutes' walk from my flat. I wasn't

very good at Spanish, but everyone

welcomed me warmly, I made

friends and it was an invaluable

time. I also travelled to various

places, both nationally and

internationally, every weekend

when I had time.

指導教員講評

空間デザインが日常生活ととても近い

位置にあることを学びました。ぜひ経験

を今後にいかして欲しいと思います。
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